
              Psychological Effects of Alien Abduction

Abductees are not usually physically harmed but John Mack has documented severe
psychological & emotional distress that persists for decades after.  Abductees usually withdraw
from society.
Contactees are abductees (very few of them)  that feel  � chosen �  to proclaim the alien message. 
This message is usually one of impending doom followed by a New Age for humanity if we
listen to & obey their message.  However the overwhelming majority of abductees report a sense
of dread, humiliation, hopelessness & fear.  These ones are the ones that suffer psychologically
the most.

              Is the alien message good or even correct?

In 1953, an F-89 interceptor was scrambled to investigate a UFO over Lake Superior near
Kinross Air Force base.  Ground radar watched as the UFO merged with the F-89 and then
moved off the scope.  The 2 pilots, the F-89 jet & UFO were never seen again.
In the 1940's & 1950's (before our space program), these aliens told us that Saturn �s civilizations
exist in a subtropical paradise.  Venus has forests & streams, healthy wheat fields, suburban
areas, etc....that the Sun & Mercury aren �t hot & that Pluto isn � t cold....that man will never set
foot on the Moon (until we receive & obey their message)...they have been ignorant of the
Earth �s diameter and basic planetary physics....they have espoused racist views, particularly
against the Jews, urged LSD & drug use and condoned premarital sex....they continually espouse
views that are occultish, eastern religions & liberal theology.  They are unusually interested in
theology but never agree with other aliens.  Their definition of God is all over the map, but the
one thing they do agree on is to deny the basic, historic Christian doctrines.  They said they have
come from every planet in our solar system.
The funny thing is that as America �s space program began to advance in the 1960's, they started
coming from other planets outside our solar system.

                        What is the Alien Message?
The alien message is two-fold: one of impending doom which is to followed by a New Golden
Age.  This Golden Age can be hurried along (& the doom can be lessened) by accepting their
main message.  This Great Cleansing, or Armageddon or Judgment Day has been revealed o us
from the prophets of every religion since the start of our civilization.  Their message is that Space
Beings hope to guide Earth to this New Golden Age when all races will shun discrimination,
have a unified world gov �t that will conduct itself on their spiritual principles & permit all people
to grow in  � love & peace � .  To do this, we must realize that we all are part of God.  We must
accept their help to transcend our consciousness to higher spiritual planes.  Before this time of
trouble comes, the aliens tell us that many of the enlightened people will be evacuated by UFO �s
and saved from this trouble.  These  � raptured �  people will live on another planet until our time of
cleansing is complete.
In the 1950's-1960" & ½ of the 1970's...their message was about the atomic power & our
inability to use it properly + their spiritual message.  Hence movies like  � The Day the Earth
Stood Still � .In the mid 1970's until present, its about our inability to use our environment
(ecological disaster) + their spiritual message.  It seems their message of doom is tailored to
whatever our major perceived problem is.  Once again, please remember, these messages are
coming thru contactees, not abductees.  Abductees are too tramatized to hear or deliver these
messages.


